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Alert!

Sunday Cool Down
Milonga is at Kedelhallen
from 3pm - 24pm!

No. 4

Tango in a mirror

Tango reflects lifes many sides, troubles, pains, happiness’
and challenges - on the floor and off the floor.

Instagram us at: #cphtangofestival2014
n Festival Info Desk is open from 11.45 until 18 at Kulturhus Indre By
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Tonights DJ
Florin Bilbiie
(Paris)
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THE TANGO QUOTE

How shoe do you get?

Guys, to dance tango, you must
listen to the heart of the woman.
Cacho Dante
Belt tango

SUNDAYS DJs:

Shoes to go

At the festival market place at the afternoon milonga a variaty of shoes,
dresses and accessoires are being displayed. We asked two of the vendors
about the latest trends in the shoe business. What is new in fashion?
Guiseppe Caputo

Foto: Esther Scherchen

(Paris)

The festival is
organized by
“Tangoforeningen” (The Tango
Association in
Copenhagen). All
work is voluntary
and we are a non
profit festival.
Any surplus will
go into next
year’s festival.
We spread information on tango
– dance as well
as the music.
Everyone is
welcome to take
part in the event,
since this is a
great chance for
us to share our
passion for tango
and reach new
potential members.

Silvia Alanis:
In tango the shoes is a woman’s
chance to be a lady or a bitch.
The shoes I design don’t follow a
specific trend. I go for ‘explosion
colours’ by putting unusual colours together. I design in leather
because if you use fabric the
shoes will look old quickly.

Baska Evran:
Now, people are more interested in
comfortable shoes and they should
look nice too. Before, it was more with
high heels. The material is still leather,
even though I have some costumers
who ask for vegan shoes. Vintage models are more in the cloth and less in
the shoe design, even though people
ask for the classical colours.

